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Safety officials upsAC'T
tiY cot* bomb threats
by Doug Kesseli -
Staff Writer'
University of Maine police and
firefighters are frustrated that much of
their time and resources have been spent
responding to.bomb.thrrats,lately: .
•*In the last 20 days• thir,.:-..hasv
responded to. 17! thireat'S, 'Witting time
which could have been spent' attending
to other servites,.said-LIMaine Police In•
spector William Laughlin.
- "It's taxing to both students-and the
emergency respondents." he said.
"The hardship comes when the other
services are put on hold due to the
emergency (bomb threat) on hand. "
This latest set of threats marks these-
cond year.,.0 series of threats have been 
called in the spring.
David fielder, director of En-
vironmental Safety. said every time the
UMPD responds to a bomb threat it in-
itially costs the university $150.
Furthermore, he said, there are a lot
of associated costs involved.
There are costs in vacating the
buildings, wear and tear on the equip-
ment, and the intangeable cost involved •
With time 1051work and research."
"In research time, there is no way to
Rockin' the Pit
recapture that. apar-ianaut„,-" 'Fielder
said. -"You May riot be. ible to recreate
those conditiiiiii" • .
No one really beneftts-from the bomb
threats, Fielder said. '
"J...t  saddens me to think professional
people are doing a job.aod it benefits no
one. he said. '1 can't get that same-
feeling (of accomplishment) ;one hour
after going to a bomb scare."
Laughlin said the UMPD is following
leads for the. current rash.. of bomb
schres, and that in the past investigations
have been successful.
Previously those people caught have
faced 30-day jail terms, heavy fines and
probation, he said. But those convicted
'Could face up to one year incarcerationl
. andupto S500.in fines, Laughlin' said.
"There's no question they'll be ap-
prehended." he said. scary ..fad,
if that's what it is.
Laughlin said the people calling in the
threats don't realize the serfbusness ot
the threats to themselves and the
university.
"lt_could be the difference between,
after they get their education, whether
they get a job," Laughlin said.
"They'll pay the consequences, probably.
for the rest of their life. "
Gordon (.ano (lett) and Brian Ritchie", sight. See story page 3.
the % mien( Femmes plaN in the Pit MINI photo by Doug Vandereseide
Activists march in favor of keeping shin time legal Saturday hit Ilimidagloa, D.C.
Semen! Mainers attended the marth rhoo. Seniollo
UMainers active in
pro-choice march
by Beth Boucher
For the Campus
WASHINGTON, D.C. — In a show
. of support for women's rights to legal
abortions, "44 people from the Univer-
sity of Maine participated in the
"March._ for Women's Equ.ali-
.ty/Wornen's Lives" •Sundas.
- "Something that not many people
realize is how drastically different our
lives_ would be if women couldn't get
legal abortions," said English
graduate student Marcia .Gativ in.
Gauvin, along with Susan Hamlett,
Debbie Stiles and Kathy Bcaubicn,
organized the UMaine delegation's
bus trip - in conjunction with the
Wcim en's .Center.
-A number of UMainc students also
traveled to the march on buses leav-
ing from Bangor vs hich'were provid-
ed by a local chapter of the National
Organization for Women.
More than 300,000 demonstrators
representing all 50 states and several
European countries gathered in
Washington to show their support for
the Supreme Court's 1973 Roe v.
Wade decision, which upheld a
woman's -right-to ,safe and legal
abortion. •
A more conservative Supreme
.Court will consider a Missouri abor-
tion case April 26 that could overturn
or alter the Roe v. Wade decision.
Caroline Austin, a full-time student
at I'Maine, said she went to the
march because "a lot of people arc
pro-choke, and it's important tO show
Deb Blease, an assistant producer
iffl:Wpirtsness--of Public Affiu—rs,
said that abortion is a vital women's
rights issue.
"It's as important as keeping the
environment ckan," she said. "I
think it's just -a general, ight we —
should have - .
"It's not really a question of being
pro-abortion, but of being pro-
choice."
Rabbi ,Bunten, a full-tine student
and mother, said, "As a mother, I feel
that it's a decision that I should make,
not someone else."
Many marchers worecoat hangers
to symbolize the unsanitary methods
that were urd by illegal abortionists _
bc fort_l_9241hey_chanwk_'.1Lighl tia.—_.—_.
Life, it's a lie, you don't. care if Women
die," and "What do you want?
Choice! When do you want it? Now!"
They held signs that said, "Keep
your laws off my body," and "Pro-
choice does not mean pro-
abortion."
Bunten said that the march show-
ed how people from different
backgrounds and economic classes
can unify.
she said. 
 
know
•,
"It accomPlished awareness and
opened people's eves," said Ethan
Strimmling, a full-time student, "It
showed that there are people that
-(avor choice and abortion: IrSAteit-
just Operation Rescue (an anti-
abortion group) out there.
• "We'll find out in the nat. couple
the Supreme Court that a lot of peo- Of weeks what it the rally)  ac-pie will stand up for legalized abet'----complis .
lion. "
it made a difference."-
•
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News Briefs
Abortign activists gearing for battle
WASHIN-GTON (AP) — Both
sides in the abortion rights dispute are
mobilizing to battle for the statc
legislatures that will decide the highly
charged...essue.if the.Supreme
reshaped by Ronald Reagan. retreats
from the -1973 des,-isidin legalizing
atrortions.
""se are the majority." proclaim-
ed Molly Yard. president of the
tiorial-Organizasion-fot %Omen-after-
a rails Sunday sponsored. by abortion
rights actisists attracted at least
300.000 people to the nation's capital
But opponents of abortion point a,
signs of their pobtical strength to
their election victories. particularly 16
1978 and 1980. and to their strength
In state legislatures
Bottisides are anticipating that the
.high court, made more consersative
with Reagan's three appointments,
States 'P".3*
.some restrictions on abortions
Soviet navy finds nuclear submarine
OSCOIA tAP
navy has found-
at the bottom of the tngid Norwegian
Sea and helloes electrical problems
-may have-caused -a fur and-rsi.,nik
that sank it. a newspaper reported
Monday
The gosernment newspaper
kvestia said rescuers had found the
bodies of 19 of the 42 sailors killed
when the sub sank north of Norway
1 he ‘)s kr It also said a sowing:tient corium-.
on Friday.
Tass, the official news agency. said
the 27 survivors were hospitalized in
serious condition at Murmansk.  a
Soviet Arctic port, and insestigators
were able to inters inb them for only
minutes at a time.
intelligently" working to shut don
the sub's nuclear reactor
t'ilsc‘;iaraiing.--taptehnunary--infotina-
'ton. the fire started because of a
short circuit." kvoria said, itcloting
nab) insx.aigators in Murmarrsk It
said the submarine carried I()
torpedoes. two of thenr
nue-kat-tipped.
Foreign Ministry spokesman Gen
!lad) I. Gerasunov and the newspaper
reiterated previous Soviet statement,
that there was no danger of railioa.
tisity, being released from the
torpedoes of the reactor
Eastern Airlines talks slowed down
NEW YORK (AP) — Talks aimed
at selling Eastern Airlines bogged
down Monday as its parent Texas Air
Corp. balked at accepting tentative
agreements reached between Eastern
unions and bums led by Peter V.
Ueberroth, sources close to the situa-
tion said.
Ueberroth and representatives from
Eastern. Texas Air and its unions met
Monday with U.S. Bankruptcy Judge
Burton Lifland. The meeting follow-
ed a weekend of secret talks aimed at
beating a midnight Tuesday deadline
for setting terms to get Lastern's sink
mg unions back to work
That deadline is a condition of the
agreement b Ueberroth's group to
buy Eastern Thtw airline has been
largely grounded since March 4 due
to a stnkr by Machinists that has been
honored by most of its pilots and
flight attendants
Lifland, who is overseeing
Eastern's reorganization under federal
bankruptcy law, must approve any
sale of the airline
Kremlin trying to end Georgian unrest
MOSCOW (AP) — Troops fired
shots to disperse a rally Monday in
Soviet Georgia, and the Kremlin sent .
Foreign Minister Eduard A. Shevard-
-tiadie to try to enda- week of ethnic
homeland t ha
has left at least 18 people dead.
A general strike dosed schools,
stores and factories, and halted s'orne
mass transit in Tbilisi, the (icorgian
capital of 1.2 million people 1,650
miles southeast of Moscow, residents
said.
The government has sent in troops
and tanks to quell ethnic strife and
ro-independency movements in the,
Caucasusrepul*c_that
,Lithr_vtgeta)le_andiruit.bisket.of
Soviet Union and was the birthplace
of dictator Josef Stalin.
The government newspaper
kvestra repented that cars moved
through the capital Monday in a col
umnr---with their horns honking.
headlights on and flags of mourning
for those killed in the strife.
`Ticketiess' Rod Stewart fans allowed
into concert to prevent rioting
QUERETARO, Mexico AP) — A
Rod Stewart concert attracted hun-
dreds of rock fans without tickets
whet destroyed a police car and engag-
ed in minor fisticuffs with officers,
the Excelsior nesss service said.
In an attempt to prevent a riot,
authorities eventually ordered officers
to let the rock fans enter the Sunday
night tbdri —,, iven if they didn't has-e
tickets. Excelsior reported Monday.
Hotels throughout the city about
120 miles northwest of Mexicia. City
were packed and gasoline stations
reported fuel shortages while
restaurant workers complained they
were running out of food for the in-
flux of visitors.
Stewart said Thursday at a Mexico
City news conference that if the tour
is successful, there might be MOM pop
concerts in Mexico. "If the crowds
behave themselves, this could be a
turning point:* he said.
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Violent Femmes rock violent crowd
h) Doug Vanderweide
Staff Writer
The first song on the new Violent
Femmes album, is 'Nightmares."
How appropriate for -their Monday
night concert in the Pit.
It was a nightmare for the security
crew. You could see the panic in their
faces, as about 1,500 boisterous fans
forced the front of the crowd into the
barrier that separated the masses from
the stage.
Victor DeLorento was the driving
force behind Monday night's gig, poun-
ding out Femmes classics on the drums
with studio-like quality.
DeLorenzo plays a small kit, and it is
classic Femmes style for. him to use a
single snare for most songs, especially
those from the band's first album.
The concert in the Pit was no excep-
tion. with DeLorenzo marching around
from his snare, to a tom-tom, to his fun
kit all night, without missing a beat.
Gordon Gano was an awesome
In fact, at one point the entire barrier presence on stage. His guitar work lack -
moved about two -feet to the left and—ed-the strength of the studio, as one
about half a foot back.
Quite a testament to the will of the
crowd. Even more of a testament to the
Femmes' first-ever Maine performance.
Monday night's concert was a
blowout. The crowd was rowdy coming
in, and captivated going out. They lov-
ed the Violent Femmes, and the Violent
Femmes loved them back, with what
should rightfully go down as the best
show by a popular band ever put on at
the University of Maine.
If anything was noticably lacking, it
was songs from the band's second and
third albums, "Hallowed Ground" and
"The Blind Leading the Naked."
Indeed, only five of the songs played
in the entire performance were not from
their latest album, "3," or their first
album, "The Violent Femmes."
Not that the crowd minded, though.
Calls went up everywhere. "kiss
Off!" some shouted.
"Add it Up!" some screamed.
"Blister in the Sun!"
Their calls were heardi_and answered
with thundcr.
might expect, but his vocals were
superb. Even his improvisations were
powerful, whining with anticipation or
snarling ferociously at the rambunctious
crowd.
The more energy he put into his
delivery, the more the crowd wanted.
By the time of the band's encore, it was
hysteria. 
The only disappointment to be found
in the whole affair was Brian Ritchie's
bass playing. Nowhere near as fast as
the playing on any of the albums the
Violent Femmes have released, and, in
many cases, less accurate, Ritchie fail-
ed to meet the level his cohorts were
producing.
But, again, not that the crowd mind-
ed. This was a group of kids who could
have had fun at an economics seminar.
In fact, during the band's encore per-
formance of "Add it Up," there was
slam dancing at stage left, a fistfight at
stage right, and lots of happy ears
es eryw here.
They came to see a concert. UMaines
best concert to date is what they got.
.DEADLINE DEADLINE.....DEADLINE
APPLICATIONS AND NOMINATIONS
are -requested for die
UNIVERSITY OF: MAINE
ACHIEVEMENT
AWARD
The University of Maine Outstanding Achievement Award is
presented to up to twelve students. either undergraduate
or graduate for outstanding achievement in non-academic
endeavors. These awards will be presented to students who
received degrees in I".cember, 1988. or who anticipate re-
ceiving degrees-- 1989.-Iii,--.August. 1989.
I. Community Service public service in a broad sense.
either on or off campus.
2 Campus Citizenship - student government. organiza-
tional leadership, creative activism.
3. Athletic Achievement.
4. Arts and Communication graphic arts, language
 
ottie_theatre arts.
Deadline: NOON, Wednesday, April Q. 989. Application
forms can be picked up and returned together with a letter
• of nomination or endorsement to the Center for Student Ser-
vices. Attn. Mr. Dwight Rideout, Assistant Vice President
and Dean of Student Services. Second Floor, Memorial Union
(phone 1406).
. DEADLINE DEADLINE DEADLINE
Colby students Heather Hathaway and photo by Doug Vandenveide
Stacey O'Brien jam to last night's % iolent Femmes concert in the Pit.
Penobscot Terrace Apartments
Now renting 5 bedroom
townhouse apartments.
$685 per month. ,
includes heat and hot water.
1/2 mile from the UM campus
Call 866-7414
and leave a message jor Mrs. Strawn
IIONOBS ISANCITTET
The Annual Honors Banquet will
be—held on Tuesday, April 18th at
7:30 p.m. in Wells Commons. The
banquet recognizes the scholastic
activities of omtstanding 'Members
of our students and teaching, re-
search and public service activi-
ties of outstanding members of
our faculty.
Tickets are available from the Of-
fice of New Student Programs, 219
Chadbourne Hall, 581-1826 and must
obtained prior to NOON on Friday,
April 14.
Speaker for this event will be Dr.
Robert-L_Woodbury. Chancellor
of the University of Maine System.
I-.
r - •
_.•
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by Emily Peebles-Seibert
'FOr the Campus
As a child. Ken Wits was a -ter-
rific': baseball player in a neighborhood
where athletic ability and participation
in sports were very important. His in-
volvement in sports was brought to a
halt by. rheumatic feser.
When his wife became pregnant for
the second time he knew his son would
be a baseball p!aer. But at the age of
six months his son was diagnosed. as
blind and irtarded
Moses' initial shock was replaced by
AfbaotarmQwnr "i want to go home.
I want to go where I tee! salt:
I want to go where I can grieve
without anyone watching me, where I
can cry...
"I had dreams for this little boy,'
(about) who he was supposed to he. And
if he's blind, if he's retarded, none of it
ice to parents-TM-disabled Obildren
is going to happen, ", he said.
Moses, a psychologist, shared the es-
Vetience.of. learning to deal with his
son's disability in a videotape -titled
"Lost Dreams and Growth; Parent's
Concerns." The videotape was shown
April 4, in the University of Maine's
Memorial Union.
It was the first in a three part series
designed to help parents whO are raising
children with disabilities.
The series is sponsored by the univer-
sity's Employee Assistance Program.
EAP's Polly Karris said the series is
designed to meet a concern addressed by
number_ 9,11_ employees who have
chilcirerf with 'disabilities'.
"Many parents arc coming Ito E
because of a concern...how they are go-
ing to deal with their ,children because
they haw a_ disability," she said. "In
light ot that need this three part series.
is heing'offered to the university as well
FORICc'NFIlM Scrucs last film Of ME scaso
tHE MAQIC1AN SwcttEN 1958
DIRECTED DY 1144mtan SCitchuuti
Max VON Sybow is a wasibertirsic 144aQiciaN whosc
bac Of TRIERS TURNS bilki MOM a maciciari INT° .
savion, thersi to a cow maN. awn riNalty to antist
EXT1WRDINal'RE "A thiwkiNG -mtaN's honnon nix('
" 7:30 pm 101 fievilk Hall
FREE to UM Students with ID.
Admission lor adios'
Sponkurd by Tlw tbion—lkad The 1.1rugaimk)
as to the community to help provide in- 'have instead of the life we once had or
formation and support." we dreamt oru- he said. "We do that
Moses said that parents learning of a through grieving. Grieving is the process
child's disability go through a grieving whereby we Separate from lost
process similar to that of people who dreams. "
have experienced the death of a loved Moses said that' parents of children
one. They grieve the loss of a normal with disabilities who don't let themselves
7 child. A child's disability can trigger this grieve remain stuck in the days before the
feeling of loss even if the child is born child's diagnosis. They don't have much
with a disability.. use for the present or any future other
1ft_as_paten1s4yut_ drcam.t,or Our than a  complete cure.
• children..We need and want our children "We die with the loss 'if We can't
to be something for us.- Tharshow. we grieve," he said.
love. That's how we attach!' ,• Following the videotape 0.1. Logue,
"I'm not talking about the simple counselor/coordinator of services for
dream that says I Went my childto be .UMaine students with disabilities, ask..
hippfind halthy. !Tie tle—V—fe thart-MIC—e2r-1iTeffilieis or the tudirnce -
But wE want more 'than that. We want comments.
our children to take over our work or to Some spoke from their own ex-
do the things we could never do." he. periences as parents of children with
said. ' - --el ; ;mt. 
Moses said that there are few dreams On April 12 a videotape on learning
parents have for their children that can disabilities. "I'm not' Stupid", will be
_mod the assault of a disability and that shown. On April 19 a University of
Parents must grieve the loss or-these Maine panel of parents or children with
disabilities will discuss ways in 'whichdre..Hamcms..
we sepuate, 'from that they have met the speciiinieds of their
dream? Hoer& we let it go so that we children Both presentations will take
can generate new, more attainable place in the South Bangor Lounge from
dreanis mound a child and a life we now 12700 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.
iesioot-the bog tour oh
se stillhas a couple ot sears to go
k is Debbie Cotes birthday today
So. help her celebrate in a big was
.Give her a call and let her know
Siw still looks great lor someone that old
Her friends want to wish her a
borthdas that's great
But when you reach AO JUST WAIT'"
General Student Senate, 
announces:
This week's meeting will be at 100 Nutting Hall at 6:00 pm
Off-campus senators
ftier Skverak—_,  Stavros Menclro
Jan Dearden Jessica Loos
William Skelton  Mike Scott
Harold Kamanyi Tim Doyle
Big-Kennedy -
UNFILLED
Alicia Fencer
UNFILLED
UNFILLED
Torn Magadieu
Ri Ulrickson Ill
Ronald Mddrürn
"Chad Crabtree
An-dm- scoggm Hall
Aroostook. Hall 
Balentme, Chadbourne, Colvin: Estabrooke
_ Corbett,.Oak. Hart_ Hannibal Hamlin Hall
---Scett—Thomas
Ewing
Stone
Stephane Fitch
_____Olisampus senators 
Cumberland Hall
Dunn Hall
Gannett Hall
Hancock Hall
- Gary Fogg
Beth Bryant
Bliinie Gould
Alexander Dinapoli
ard idontivieed—T. -:-Ku-,fiebe
Dawn BOnvi,e -
Gary Atwood
UNFILLED
Thane Grant
Maureen Rosenberg
UNFILLED
Raul BailoW
Thomas PalmerJimMoorhead:
 
 arena hit 
Knox Hall
Oxford Hall
Penobscot, Stodder Hall
Somerset Hall
York Hall, York Village
University College
-
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Feld Ballet-Company leaves lasting impression
hs kandr.. Asotte
I or the ( ampus
I hursdas night, the audience left the
Maine Center for the Arts mesmerized
by the ,incrediblc strength and beauty
shown by the Feld Ballet Company.
It was "Skara Brae," the final piece
performed hs the darieers, that made
such a lasting impression and showed
N hat can be dcititirrthrreidnrof-dance.
With its artistic creativity—the basis for
the existence of dance as an art form—
the dance was I portrayal of the neolithic
time of MO years ago. '
gray
-
 adorned the bodies of the female
dancers as they began the piece. Their
formations were those of sheer simplici-
ty, but with an air of uniqueness to pro-
mote a theme of fascination, in the
• audience.
That theme. revolved around the
priMilive -time.Orthe Smite Age, but
Hunter S.
Thompson
to speak at
the Pit
'New Journalist' to
-- start lecture at-8-p.m.
4
by Jonathan Bach
Staff Writer
lturittr-S -Thompson. one of-the
leaders of 'writing k now n as "New Jour-
nalism," is scheduled to speak tomor-
row night at the Memorial Gym.
Thompson has been called "a half-
cranked geek journalist caught in the
.center of the at ion" by 11&Ortie
KlinkoWitz in The Life of Fiction.
— Thompson has been known to pursue
stories with recklessness, according to
Ktinkowitz and is personified by the
character of Duke in the comic strip
"Doonesbury."
He has contributed to Rolling Stone
magazine. the New York Herald Ttibune,
and the National ObservW
According to Contemporary Authors,
Thompson "pioneered a new approach
• icrititititig, lillowring-tht-story of cover-
litgarreventrobecome the central star -
itself. "
Kurt Vonntgut, Jr., has called him
"that rare sort of American authc r sho
must be read. He makes exciting. mus-
ing collages .out of carefully selected
junk."
William F. Buckley, a syndicated col-
umnist, has called Thompson '*-1
sociological phenomenon."
(loser to home, University of Maine
!tudent government vicepresident T.J...
kermann said Thompson is "the crust
of the New Journalism."
He told the New York Times Book
Review, "I never liked to write very,
much. For me, journalism was just away
to base someone pay you to get out there
and see what was happening."
Thompson will lead an open forum
on journalism and politics Tiiesday at 8
p.m. in the Pit, but don't be worried if
you arrive a little late.
According to Ackermann, "he it Aria
known to_be.on time which adds to Ms
mystique,.
through the use of dance it became not
a sense of artlessness, but one of unen-
ding creativity. •
With the entrance of the male dancers
into the piece, also wearing sl
costumes, the female dan n formed
two horizontal lines. Their movements
were in seated straddles as if doing a sim-
ple synchronized warm-up exercise. The
beauty came with the male dancers pass-
ing single-Tile like a procession through
the two lines with heightened leaps of
movement.
The most captivating part of the en-
tire piece was the tiny oriental female
-dancer amaiingly positioned on top of-'
a male dancer's shoulders entering from
stage right, halfway through the piece.
She appeared to be weightless as she per-
formed acrobatic movements with the
help of her male counterpart.
Also worthy of mention was the open-
ing piece called "The Consort" set dur-
ing the Elizabethan era.
Much commendation goes to the
costume designer of this piece and Eliot
Feld, the choreographer, who make very
interesting use of on-stage changes of
costume. The piece never stopped while
the female dancers gracefully tucked
their full-length dresses up into above-
the-knee length, and the male dancers
nobly flung their caps from the stage.
Also in need of mention were the two
pieces performed in the middle of the
program-. The first was called -Asia"
which was performed with a very
beautiful oriental flair that reminded
one of the exotic Chinese acrobats. The
most memorable part of the perfor-
mans:c was the four supporting dancers
cradling the lead,clancer in their legs as
she lay horizontally stretched.
"Kore, " a solo piece, was a dancer's
portrayal of the Greek goddess,
Persephone. It was an effective imagery
of the radiant maiden of the spring and
summer.
The ballet company in review here is
not one of the classical companies that
is often present in a ballet concert.
Eliot Feld's dancers have spent the
necessary years gaining technique and
strength. They are now a company of ar-
tistic expression and uniqueness..2 dance
company's goal to success. The Feld
Bailey Company's performance rhurs-
day night was simply an example of
success.
John--Cafferty And The
Beaver Brown Band
Tickets:
$3 Maine-Day Participants
7- $9 General Public
General Public Tickets available at the:
Grasshopper Shop, downtown Bangor
ROC Office, 1rd floor Memorial Union,_11Maine
Student Activities Office, Colby College
Wednesday, April 19th
8:00 p.m.__ _
at the Field House
UMaini,larono. '  
with-sp. ecial guest
ht 4/1 Flesh
Maine Day Particpatanalt cast by adults with
buttons on Ai_19111:
12:00 - 2:00 p.m. at Barbary.
2:00 p.m. to *Nowa nue at Fieldhouse
* for more information call 581-1760
-5\81-176T-
sponsored by:
EAST, WEST, SOUTH,
CAMPUS AREA
BOARDS so neat Ws%
te
The Union Boad
HnpEnsidentsESIEB campus
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Why prOlon
the p-aio? • •
Mark Weaver died at 2 a.m. Friday. His death .signified the end of a long and painful strugglefor both himself and his family.
The. problems may just be beginning, however, for Nod
_Nairn,. Pagan was _convicted. of...aggravated assault and serv-
ed three years in prison for stabbing Weaver in the throat
dunng a street fight four years ago.
Weaver suffered a slashed windpipe and a cut carotid
artery during the fight. Since that day, he remained in a
vegetative state. Unable to feed himself, he was fed through
-a tube.
After a lengthy legal battle. Weaver's mother, Sylvia
Lane, was allowed to remove the feeding tube and allow
her son to. die. 
. 
.
Today, the attorney general's office is waiting for an
autopsy report before making a final decision on whether
they. will.charge Pagan with Weaver's death. '
It is true that for the past four years Mark Weaver was
unable to carry on his life as he would have liked. Maybe
Pagan did indirectly rob Weaver of his future life. Had
Weaver died. soon after the attack, Pagan would have un-
doubtably faced a murder charge. ,
The fact of the matter is, Weaver lived for four years
and Pagan pleaded guilty to an assault .charge. Pagan serv-
ed his sentence for the assault and is now out on parole.
Is there any sense in another charge against Pagan? Is it
even constitutional to do so?
Maine's courts, like courts across the country, are
backlogged with pending cases. Overcrowded jails and
prisons are .the norm.
Lane told the Portland Press Herald that if Pagan were
*ix convicted of any future charges, she'd- lic--there_to
recommend leniency."
If Weaver's own mother, the person 
-- Was edreitiete-theTiiiiiiitibe and allow the 26-year-old
to die, is comfortable with what has happened. why pro-
long the pain?
Let Mark Weaver rest in peace
•-•-•
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The fear
of death theory
frterniwftlrwhorri I
spend a lot of time discussing
the important things in life:
slush bumps, raisins, and pro-
crastination. Now you might be
wondering just how we can be
so profound in our discussions___:
The fear of death theory allows
us this creativity.
That's right, fear of death.
Every once in a while you must,
do something really stupid and
—
insane which is somewhat life--
-threatening to make you ap-
preciate life. Now somewhat
- life-threatening. is a matter of
degree. For me, driving 65
m.p.h. on „the road between
North Anson and New
Portland without my seatbelt
on is somewhat life-threatening.
Formy. friend, somess hat I i fe-
threatening-is climbing the fas;e--.
-01-tvery steep rock somewhere..
_in.. New Hampshire without
ropes and falling 300 feet only
to be carried away without a
broken bone (lots of blood and
-scars but not broken bones).
Definitely a matter of degree.
But what is even better is that
my friend believes he should
also make others appreciate life
a little more since too many
people forget too quickly. • -
So when he is driving (usual-
ly like a maniacs I might add)
and he spots someone doing
something stupid he likes to
smarten them up.
For instance, say Barbie
Businesswoman is driving her
Saab through Portland at 8:15
a.m. 20 minutes late for work.
And to save time, shc_j_a_vply-
ing her make-up (the whole nine
yards—foundation, blush,
eyeshadow, and mascara) with
-.you are not in the least in-
terested in hearing. To make
him a little more felicitous, you
might consider adding a few
soap flakes to his yogurt. Once
he recovers from the slight feel-
ings of nausea you can tell him
just how lucky he is to have stir-
vived salmonella.
One of my own personal
favorites is leaving textbooks on
-
e•-•
•
•
___
A
-
Cynthia Beckwith
her right hand in the rear-view
mirror while holding the wheel
with her left hand. (Both hands
are still sticky from nail:
polishing so -she is using them
vers gingerly.) _
Barbie is a definite. candidate. 
 
reiTheriar of death theory. To..
make her day more worthwhile,
my friend will do everything im-
aginable to run her off thc d
(if she stays on the road, she ,
probably poke an eye out with
her mascara wand) so that she
will realize just how stupid she
is being. Then the rest -of her
week will be glorious as she
reflects on her close
ticr
the stairs in the apartment
Then one of my roommates
(this takes timing since you
want to get the one who seems
to have {oat her appreciation for
life—which vanes from week to
-week) can come bounding
iroWnstaiiii,- place one -foot on
the books (which will slide in
credibly well on carpeted stairs)
and come flying the rest of the
way down.
. If you arc really on top of
things, you can stand at the bat:
torn and get a great picture of
-the facial expression. Have the
pictures des-eloped and then
show them to her when she is in
the emergencs room having her
arm reset. I can assure yOu that
become
. 
more
-Finally, how about snipping
the brake cables on your
friend's brand oar mountain
bike (only the rear ones) right
before he takes it up a small
mountain?
TO do this right, you might
wapio just fray them a little so
'they will break on their own,
probably on the way down. This
*ill usually produce the desired
Or say you etICOulltef--411-e9.-- results -of-the----fear-., of death
worker who is complainitig___thery--.----, —
about the usual problems that •• at suggesting that
you ac
things-
any, of these
t if • u do feel so-
meone needs to appreciate life
a little more, you might consider
them...I know I have.
Cynthia Beckwith is a senior
who would like to know who
the idiot if who triple parked
behind her Thursday night at
Geddy's.,and then make them
appreciate
-40a little more.
•••
-
'
- • •
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'Radical views' are
getting out of hand
to the editor:
Relax!
If this isn't one of the ,mr•st
uptight universities in the coon-
Oy_ I don't know what is. You
• A--
people spend more time crying
out in protest over the most ab-
. surd and insignificant things
than you do studying. If it's not
feminism, women rights, gay
tights or abortion, it's nuclear
power or peace in Central
America.
Don't you have anything bet- .
ter to do with your livel? ---•
The protests and radical
views are getting out of hand.
Is there a single moderate con-
servative student or professor at
this university?
. Every day I walk around
campus, and each day I am ap-
palled by the ultra liberal signs
at this university. The con-
tinuous onslaught of Wilde-
Stein dances, March for Women
Rights, socialist speakers; or the
never-ending stop nuclear
power signs with a group of
. dead-heads playing Hackey-Sac
ought 'to tone down.
If people don't start resisting
*hese groups they are going to
take over this university. They
hase already taken over the
speech, and sociology depart-
ments and have a good foot-
hold in man) others.
Dale Lick has already ap-
proved the idea that we can no
lonmer use the term "freshman"
because it is sexist. He also gave
I few other lame reasons to
make it seem as if he didn't do
-it just because he was afraid of
'the women at this university.
'Attempts to legislate language
and normal cultural evolution
are the trademarks of radical
socialist resolutionaries. It is ex-
actly what the Nazis did with
their Aryan religion and siolen
.social engineering tactics. Ou
.caMpus radical feminists am
socialists behave exactly as
those facists did. Same.
methods; same self-rightuous
• arrogance. You are going to live
and behave as they tell you.
What we mall are seeing
here is not a q r.eqoality
or justice. That' the glittering
generality" t h io 'mime
everything before
What we are re Is s mg is
a deep viscious anger which im-
pels them to a drive for power
which will enable them to take
-vengeance. Where are the ad-
ministrators, the faculty, the
students with courage to speak
out against them? Can't these
groups just stop their whining
and moaning long enough to
discover reality?
Walter F. Scott III
York Village
The Daily Maine Campus reserves
the right to edit letters for length,
taste, and libel.
•
Bomb threats senseless
To the editor
This letter is in support of
S.A. Klein's letter concerning
the inconsideration shown by
those calling in inconvenient
bomb treats in many
buildings.
There was a time when bomb
'threats were Made for moral or
ethical reasons.
Pro-lifers bomb abortion
clinics. They have a set of
beliefs that are being violated.
They react in violence toward
the violence they -.oppose.
,Animal rights activists bomb
research labs where animals are
mutilated for science -- again,
they counter perceived violence
with violence. Thesc.protestors
have a cause they believe in
strongl) enough to put action
behind their words.
"Protesting", if you can call
it that, on this campus is an em-
barrassment at best. No longer
do we have the "higher call" --
civil rights, peace in Central
America, or a nuclear-free
America. The extent is phoned
in bomb threats because. so-
meone doesn't want to,ialte an,
exam.
Whoopie. It would be &cry-
ing shame to destroy a building
over a prelim. "Boniber breath"
knows that, so it's all hot air.
This hot air affects many peo-
ple. Some people, have a great
fear of exploding -- coupled
with a great fear of failing or
getting behind in classes -- so
they experience intense anxiety
as they sweat in their seats. ,
UMaine isn't stupid for sen-
ding the cops and firefighters
every time you drop a couple
dimes in the phone. You're hur-
ting the students. If you don't
like taking tests, drop out and
worg at the mall. Education is
expens e and you're stealing
from everyone else. Get help.
You're a sick person.
S.M. Johnson
M.M. Wooster
P. Powell
J. ,Reiniger
M. Alberts
•
•.• I. •
••-
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Ask us out
--
lb* editor:.
After transferring to the
University" of Maine here in
()rono.- from a west coast univer-
sity.) became disillusioned by
the fact that; over211. wome
here don4 ask:n:4:44dt.-
I became spoiled on th other
cantons Where Was: common
meetings.
engsfor . both Sexes to initiate
Why should men do all the
work • in the. dating game? it •
becomes boring. With all the re-
cent men/women equality- and -
sexual awareness. changes being
kicked aroimd.Ve campus (i..ef
freshman '1st year student,.
stopping -homophobia, rape ,
awareness, etc.), I would like-to • . ,.•
ioss another one In: women, ask .•
the •men out!
It I am describing a myth;
thin maybe I'm just an
undesirable frog on a log.
I'm tired of making all the ef-
fort in creating dates, but on the
other hand. I don't want to sit
around twiddling my thumbs. of
just pal around with my Male
friends.
So, I'm 23, single, 6'3- tall.
available, and live in Estabrookr
Hall; ask me out.
Steve Hinshaw
Estabrooke Hall
Interested in writing
8.guest column?
Contact the
Daily
Maine Campus.
_•••
It's important to get the right facts about rape
As Chair of the Maine Coali-
tion on- Rape would like to
-commend Ruth ock-hert and
Nancy Price and the members
of the Rapt- Awareness Com-
mittee for their outstanding
work in sponsoring Rape
Awareness Week at UMaine.
The events offered that week
provided students, faculty and
staff with a unique opportuni-
ty to learn more about sexual
violence, and to perhaps rethink
the attitudes which support the
occurrence of rape in our socie-
ty. The Rape Awareness Com-
mittee deserves a lot of credit
for its work, and I 'Maine
'deserves credit for supporting
that work and recognizing its
importance in campus life.
As the keynote speaker for
Rape Awareness Week, I was
encouraged to see the number
of People. who turntst 0W tit
listen, to hear and to learn.
hope it made a difference. I was
concerned, however, to read the
article written by Steve Pappas
Guest column by Marty PAcintyre
in your paper the next day
(3 -28/89). Some of the points
I made during my speech were
misquoted in that article. Since
one of the goals of my speech
was to dispel misconcept'ons, I
would like to take this oprior-
tuniiy to set the record straight.
According to your article?
Ms. Magazine statistics state
that 1 in 12 men admitted to
committing rape. This is
.incorrect.
;
The Ms. Magazine research
found that 1 in 12 men surveyed
had committed an act which
legally qualified as rape.
However, 84 percent of those
same men said that what they
had done was not rape. This is
an important point in that it il-
lustrates the difference in
perceptions held by men and
women.
Many men still believe that
women resist and say "NO" to
sexual activity because they' do
not want to be seen as "easy"
or "promiscuous". Many ma'
still believe that "No" really_
means "Yes" They further
believe that women "know what
they are getting in for" when
they agree to go out with them,
go to the man's room, apart-
ment, etc. It is this thinking
which tends to eliminate a_
woman's right to choose, and to
have that choice respected. We
must continue to reinforce the
truth that "No" means, "No"
and that if sexual activity con-
tinues despite that denial of
consent, it becomes rape.
The other error in your story
concerned my comments about
drugs and alcohol as they relate
to sexual assault. What I said is
that there Oil correlation bet-
ween the use of drugs and
alcohol and the incidence of
date rape, but that it is NOT a
causative factor.
(Your story -got those terms
reversed.)
- • 
.
Research has shown that 75
percent of men and 55 percent
of women were drunk or high
_al the time the date rape occur-
red. This is a simple correla-
"bon. It does not in any Warsug-
gest that drinking or drugging
causes a rape to happen, or that
the victim is in any way to
blame for the rape if she chose
to take drugs or alcohol. Rape
occurs when one person decides
to force another into sexual ac-
tivity, and the responsiblity for
the rape lies solely with the
rapist.
Thank you for allowing me
to clarifs my statements. It is
very important to me that your
readers, many of whom pro-
bably did not hear my speech.
receive accurate information. I
appreciate your coverage of my
speech, and your interest in the
issues of sexual violence.
•••
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Disputing the myth of popular culture
• Popular. culture,. what is it, and -What `  
does it entail? it is the name given to all
....4-1e\-4.hangtng, trends •.'if .a society.-
curnu!atiyely. Ranging from the latest hit
song to t he hottest, ncivs. item,' it covers
--every-aspect of the-sociat environment. 
Most .of it. .iitalskwith %labeling and
stereotyping, VON di . saucy
-issues, to have around-the- liner-table
•cOnversat ions. Unfortunately, in -the past
few wars, international issues of serious -
nature have also been included in this:
category, and havibecome, a tivtike o•
much debate - :
Hui: this debate, instead of emphasiz-
ing on the details to come up_wtth some
sotUitoris to these daunting problems,
hay!: .focused mostly on how much the -
tituat ion .could• be ridiculed. Since the
Tirol-Wit Shah Of.l.ran, retuning in the
take-o:er of tiower by, the highly fun-
dartiettailtt •Asoi-uljah Khomeini. Islam
iriliarticular. and Moslems in general,
hive beCome a sizzling topic. .
T-ht torfirtie makers sas . it as a great
 
 
Opportunity to.rtitike some mones, and
• theratirs„ abituird an-dlotaliy outlandish
-4tOries ltarted to-appear, in the papers
ribiltut he 'titular and 'savage' Moslems.
•T3hirtS inthe papers bearing Khomeini's
picture_ witl a "derogators. slogan
• - Written-in bold letters, became the hot-
.,•• • -fres:1 item market:Songs like "Kill-
. 
.• ing an .Ara " canteout and made it to
- fhb charts. •s -
• All %Oils- of false propaganda started
about the Islamic World. Moslems were
,pcirtrayed a -uglytiosking thugs with un-
.-;.th;ri faces.' They 'were sexists, ter-
rori.' 
.
fanatic, highly unpredictable. and
. generally, totally irrational human be
ings. To ari-averatie 'American. a Moslem
wits someone who-got up at five in the
--4-'morning. prostrated faring Mecca, pick-
ed up the back-pick full of grenades and,
bombs, and went about -planting them
at all airports. railway stations, bus ter-
minals, and the like. After doing his
da)*sjob, he came home _sweating with
religious fervor, took hi.muitiple wives
out-of the cage beat them up a couple
Of times, and took one to bed with him
Supposedls, all of this was done in the
name of Allah. Everyone became
familiar with the term "jihad," which
peopleanctinVIhe genocide -of
-all the non-believers. The rewards for
these indiscriminatory killings were
assumed to be a furnished apartment in
the heavens, including several women to
serve the holy warrior, and all utilities
paid by the Almighty Himself. The word
"Arab" became a derogatory term, and
we used frequently among friends to in-
sult each other. A!! of a sudden, the ma-
jor hi a. to the intearitv of this coun-
try k% as no, posed by the 'commies,' but
by the radical Moslems. The hoopla
gathered more momentum as certain
other events, like the taking of hostages
in Tehran, followed the already- con-
troversial Iranian revolution. The press
again took good advantage of the situa-
tion, and their sales tripled.
• People in this country, so obsessed by
this hysteria, and so much pre-occupied
in having a fun time about the whole
situation, did not even realize what they
were leading to. No one-tont-the time
(with the exception-af the few that
always remained behind the scene) to
Guest column by
Mohammad Saleem Taj
ponder the details, and analyze the situa-
tion crit icallv.:They were enthralled w it h
the icy-. of laughing at -Other- human be-
ings_ No one seemed to be concerned 
about the emotional damage that they
were doing to the rest of the Islamic
world, as most did not know, and neither
took thetrouble to find .ouL did not only
cOnsist of Iran. There were, and still are.
Moslem nations that did not agree with
the ideologies prophesized by Ayut-ullah
Khomeini. The media made most of-the
people believe that every word he said
was said on behalf of all the Moslems
44.-thisplanet.,-E_Neiti_verdict thatimtave,
was taken from the Moslem's holy book,
the Koran. Such misrepresentation of the
facts further widened the already' ex.-
!sting gulf .between the two sides. To
make matters worse, the government of
this country whole-hcartedly supported
this ridiculous, campaign.
The fallacy of this campaign against
the Moslems became quite evident when
the So% let troops invaded Afghanistan.•
The nation, quite dramatically, ex-
perienced a total reversal of attitude
overnight. After the lesson learned in the
Vietnam-predicament, the foreign
policy makers of the country had (keit'.
ed to abstain from direct involvement in
the war.
The only possible way to stop the evil
communist influence from spilling into'
South Asia was to fully support the
resistance groups already involved in
combat. So, America enthusiasticallir -
supported the "brutal" nsavagett:---.
Moslems, supplying the "highly un-
predictable terrorists" with such
sophisticated weapons as the "Stinger"
missiles, a highly effective medium-range
surface-to-air destruction device.
-- The Afghan resistance. to the Soviet
inTervention .was praised in the press
periodically. and Afghans were called'
"Mujahideens" - the holy warriors
_ fightintfor &greater cause. Less' than a_ _
few months ago, the same word "Mu-
lahideen" had a different meanina
altogether; Meta "Tititatic Moslem
killers..who would extaminate an non-
believer." The same Moslems who were
traitors, and were responsible for the
cleat hs__ of ._w_many_ fellow Antericans,
suddenly emerged is heroes. The sales
, of Afghan rugs multiplied overnight. _
Some started wearing the traditional
Afghan hat a.s.a symbol of their solidari-
ty to the warriors, who were fighting to
eliminate the threat of communism.
Many of these Afghan hat-wearers still
had the Khomeini T-shirt hanging in
their closets.
Pakistan, another Moslem country,
had a 4.02 billion dollar aid package ap-
proved by the Congress. The same aid
package was denied in the previous years
tin the basis of Pakistan's alleged in-
volvement in the making of the "Islamic
bomb." This sudden show of generosi-
ty was not meaningless.
Pakistan shares a 600-mile border with
Afghanistan, which covers mostly rough
and rugged terrain, highly suitable for
establishing camps where guerrilla'
warfare training couiu or 'p.c.*, Lo the
resistance fighters. I he hill!. landscape
of the area was also suitable for smug-
gling weapons into Afghanistan to be us-
ed against the So. jets. To strengthen the
security of this border. Pakistan was aho
.surfthed-wvith--44 FlEv-aircrafts,- a highly'-
[wnetrative plane that had so far been
used only, by the American and the
Israeli armies-These aircrafts also had
.t he capability to carry nuclear weapons,
but as the "popular trend" was to sup-
port the Afghan cause, no questions
were raised about the %alidity of this
decision of giving these planes to a v.soun-
try that was, suspected of making a
nuclear bomb;----
. So, a country that was making an
'atoMic-bomb, supposedly. rot the Li-
byans, who were going to use it against
the United States, became America's
"staunchest" ally in th,it part of the
world.
Dignitaries from America started
visiting Pakistan on a regular basis to
gise the impression of fraternity and
sondarily with the COUntry. America, the
arch supporter of democracy, not only
did business with a dictator, President
ha, who was ruling the country at that
time, but also the, President of the US.
referred to him on a number of occa-
sions as 'a noble persoL_v who -would'
support greater cause at any cost,
being a foreign stiudent, lin perplex-
ed at the situation. When would this
crazines.s end? When would rational and
literate citizens of this country get
serious about what is going on in the
world they live in? Ask people who talk
about the evil and atrocious sits of Kho-
meini one simple question: Where on the
map does Iran lie? I am sure 50 percent
of them won't) even get the right 
continent.
,Speaking of my personal cxperienc— et
in the university ens ironment, it is so-
heart-breaking to- see how much more
_emphasis most of the students lay on
--their- relational problems- --With- their
sweethearts as compared to the rela-
tional problems their nation has with
other nations. Come election time, and
50 percent of population in this coun-
try prefers to sit home and watch spoof
commercials about the campaign, in-
mead of eierciving _their _ugh' 
This lack of interest in the future shap-
...011195_1,1444;kwaul:s..poh.ac4. both inter-
nal and external, is representative of the
fact that to most in this country, such
occurrences are only one other way to
"have fun!' I don't disagree to people's
right to have a good time, but I would
rcall) appreciate it if only they could also
realize the seriousness of the situation.
Commenting on international problems
without having an adequate background
knowledge is a dangerous game. My
sincere opinion is that fellow Americans
'should] refrain from bringing this sen-
sitise aspect into the category of popular
culture. Such practices could may well
lead to further political complications in
an already. chaotic world.
I am sure that !caving this one alone
would not empty the arsenals of popular
culture, and there would still be a million
things left to make fun of. Things that
are less explosive in nature, and with
consequences not as adverse as in the
case of political events.
j
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It's only Mein:ginning
of something we will
never forget.
Passing Those Tests...
The
Non-
Traditional
Way
text by Doris Rygalski 
non-tradatnnal student or That's my new label. And 11 memory serves me
correctly. think that's also shat-the tinciphnary Committee labeled me way bark when
the dinosaurs roamed the I.arth. Rut! won't disrassthat_e_rtryane has the right to change
and mature.
But I'm back. Like quite a significant number of other non-tradttionals. I'm eicitid,
amazed and a little-srared. I've always envied, as do many others. those of sou Who wear
the title "-student" Now I'm one of .you and very proud.
FAcerpted from the Commuter Chronicle h usan Hatiedank- I nip. a non-
traditional student from Oakland I niiersits in %lichigan.
p.
-
he reasons are different, but the stories all end the same: School. for some people,
is postponed while other matters are --ft to first.
For Johra he did not want his full name disclosed . se ho aspired to be a writer for as
lung as he could remember. the matter was ietnam. I pan graduating from Penquis
idle% High ch(Nol in Milo. lair*. his draft latter% number 'seas announced and "1 nclr
Sam- beck imed.
I)el Roar didn't go to (allege follow mg high sultan' because, at the time. "'se omen just
didn•t go.-
She gat married instead and helped her husband through school.
. todeo an assistant ta the Registrar. was a non-traditional student. She receised
her degree in liberal arts in \las 1987.
‘ccording NI:nine Hamm. ass j- ati 11' Student Sere ices, a non-traditional
student is defined as being 24 sears of age or older. a ho has been aeea from school for
more than a sear.
In 1984. after sears of militar, sere ice and "bumming around Europe.- John finaltv
made his back to Maine and enrolled part time at the 1 nisersit College. He wan 
orliOg for the Maine State Prison Ss stem at the time.
(see TRADITION page 10)
=77 — ..s
II
_
4continued from page 9
Ilk.1 started in 1980 es hen, at 40. she joined
the I nisersity of Maine olerical staff and dis- •
roe erect that two free courses per semester were
part of the emplo, re benefit package.
titer some medical reasons fiwced him to
skip another eir and a half of school in 1986.
John, 35, enrolled full-time at I ‘laine last rail.
lie's majoring in jourrialism_aartespects
 
to
graduate in 1991-199.2.
Harrow said John, Del, and others like
them make op 34 percent or 4,205 students in
aIlt of lc -pri-cent-unis‘. a, Tinputatinn. and
statistics indicate that the minder!s are on the
rise.
Since 19X11 there his been a 14 percent
ink reira., she explained.
she attributed the increase to thehirth of a
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twee erg.
• lice in an information sociffr—
. . ,
Harrow, said. -11e're life-long learners. and
fle,PMWJb is too old to karn.••
' %Imo responsible for the rise in the non-
t radii ional population is the propensite of indi-
e iduals in change careers.
Harrow cited a 1 nited states Department
of labor report that showed today's.. %tiler wans
are aSeraging nee careers per lifetime. _
(Other factors that trigger_ an interest in
returning to sch4M11 include the empt% -nest syn-
drome la feeling that some parents experience
%k hen their children lea% e home. dieorce. and
the unexpected illness of a spouse.
(Ince the decision to return has been made.
howeeer. the students face some obstacles that
traditional students think little or nothing
about.
Harrow seirtilieneia-traditionalaludent s
warlia A's. The firstB
hurt, but C's are devastating. After
myfirst C, I wanted to shoot the
professor."
—former non-traditional student bel
Rowe.
appear to Surround the issues of transportation. finances, anxieties
about succeeding. childcare. juggling fasnily. work, and school.
— Though John mentioned no family. hedid mention haeing a farm in Eseter.
In order tee get to classes on time. John says he gets up at 5 a.m. to do the flee-
t...are chores and get the animals set so that the place can take care of it'.ell,whik
he". gone.
Hut he 'weer complains.
the onle problem John had with commuting had to do with Mainc•s winter
seaS1111.
"I was I little ner%ous and felt somewhat
awkward at first. I kept wondering. 'how can I relate with
the younger students?" said John.
—
-
• The unplowed roads, he said. became more than a concern emir-this.
winter when he slid off the highwae while attempting to get to class on time.
1nd. hs the tone of his 'nice as the  tale unfolded. kohn apparent') hasn't
•
gotten user the frustration of missing an entire day's classes.
Del does ha% e a fairni4-- three daughters and '3 h4shand.
She's ass are of the complicitions that can arise out of the juggling of (Am-
mo fill_ fi %ism' ibilities„ hut she insists no one in her family felt "cheated."
"11c %%ere all bus, and all had outside hers." she said. "Feeriine was
e Cr, i•ipoperatiee and accommodating."
After successfulh finishing her first two courses. Del said she knew she
liitild "make it" when herhusirand and daughters met her it the door of their
home with -Champagne and part faeors.
"1 reached a point in ne life where I'd accomplished all me goals:' .
marriage and children." said Del. "butt didn't feel that I was done." -
School seemed tii be thr answer, and though she can't imagine doing it
Nos ser. or how she es er diode it Mille firttplace..Del etaints the edirCal in sn han
ade her a better person. • . .
,..
\-11 has rela Sed me and made me a miire tolerant person." she said. "I t has
defin ---s enhanced me relationship with ms husband...there's so much
l ,
- more to tscuss.••
. 
.
"icen-traditional students also face the pressure of being stereotyped as
"eager bra% ers." .saldllarrow
In Ow meetings she's had with the % arious
students. Harrow maintains that finances area
major concern. hut the anxiete about tieing up
to their reputation is also ire mg.
The difficult iesof being 1410 percent parent.
student. wife or husband. and worker, and the
sacrifices being made flnancialle make their
appreciation for school more intense. she said.
his this intensity toward study ing and learning
that propagates the stereotype.
•••To them miming a cheis st-alsn. is! unthink-
able." said Harrel*. -They 'se waited slel11111; ill
_go to collegei.-They don't want to miss out I cii
anthing."-
Del agreed.
-1 onle wanted 1.'s," she said. "Ow first
hurt. hut ( .'s are des aslating. After me first I',
1 wanted to shoat the prsifesSer."
-John--sersad--im4he
school hills are being paid for he the govern-
ment. hut he misses the time he's lost.
•It's frustrating," said .1iihn. "So mane of
en% school age sears ha% e been taken."
He says the students who don't take full
adSantage of the .unhcersit ii pvel hitn:
-What an oppOrtunity . I wish. to 4;rod,fd
been able In go earlier." he said. "To pass ft up
is criminal.-
' -Del said she also wonders sometimes w hat
it, would base been-like if she had-gorse to c•sllegc
immediately following high school, but she
doetn't have regrets.
never tett frustrated or heated." she
tairL'Ilitt wanted more loin of life)."
llw person she is now. said Del . is difTerent
than the person the was in 1980.
- don't know who the person w j• that first
started the classes," she said. -lam not that per-
son."
knowing what they want from life is an-
o4her:nu:1h associated with non-traditional stu-
dents, Harrow said.
_ White most. Iike_John and Rowe. do know
_what the w ant to major in, there are also some
-WARS don't.
"Thee 're just like the traditional students." she said. "thee 're here treing tie
ftgureiont what the, want, too."
. Aside from the meths. the age different.. seeming!, presents a harrier. hut 1)el
and John sae the discomforts are onl%
-- "1 was a little nereous and felt a somewhat awkward at first." John admitted. "1
kept wondering. 'how can-1 relate with the eiainger students .'•"
After the first semester. hose iser,_ the feelings haer re-sided and John finds
himself ••reall, enjoinar 
I hough the awkwardness also resided for Del, she said she nes er felt comfort-
able speaking with students about the class material.
-sometimes. after we'ee discussed somet hing-reall, interesting and,1 serene of
them (students durintlunch or something, I want to run iner and ask,',6 hal.d_10u.
think of this or-that,' but I neser did." she said..
However.the students hasegis en her a new perspecti% e that she takes home with
her.
'1 relate .hetter with my own kids, now," she said.
But her goals aren't full, achieved. yet. Del said she's es 'irking on her Master's
Degree. and after that?
Sso7t...sure.:imillsnAut-eucatingla sit 401.7.,Atte_said-__ 
---
---jaha!*ans.werwasimich the same. For him a novel is definitely in the forefront.
In fact. he's been Writing on and off.
. Two .y ears ago•htsehi his work to Stephen King. author h thrillers as
('arrie, Pet Semetary, It. and The Shining.
_----Theauthor encouragedJohn to contlaue.writing and tee keep perfect ing.his
but he had been planning iii do that all tilting.
"I'd realts lose to get published one d0." John said
1nd, if the determination he has is a4” thing to gee he . t tH sok ncill *ode tee he'
written.
"No wiry am I scared? I hare a fear of not being accepted. So for those of you is ho
know the ropes, when you see me in the hallway or the classroom WU he the one with
thi calculator trying to decide whether to pay the mortgage or bus. the. neW' algebra
book), say 'hi or smile just so I hare an idea'you will accept Int and that somehow,
we allylit will juit be. ihr beginaing."..
,--Susan Flabedank. non-traditional studentat the 1 nie ersite of Mississippi.
•
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_
he island of Saint Eustatius is probably not
scell-k flit% n to most ,‘Mericans teas, hut this island of
the Lesser ‘ntillesplased an important part in %merica
struggle for independence. II's the opening seem: of the
late Barbara I tichoisan's most recent, hook. I he First
if) Stn. its. 1776 an .)merican sessel carrying
the flag of the 1 oiled State/id merica was recognized
for the first-time by another country soitoen' there was a
salute fired rrliffl the guns of St.Fustatius Fort )range.
I uchmates final hook starts with the first official recog-
nition of the 1 .s. and then places the island of St.
Eustatius within the struggles for Ameriuin indepen
ence and tbrattempts of European countries to weak
the power of Great Britain.
The attempts of countries like Frame and the
Nellwrlands to.incerase their power hs supporting the
reheRous Americans. forms an important part of the
book. V. toile The First Salute may begin with a look at
ihr Americans. luchnian tries to get an °serail picture
of 1nwrican's war for independence hs placing many
Euno-kan countries and people of influence in Europe
along-with the mans SUM -famous Ansericans like Geor
Washington and John Adams. The narratis rotten min es
from place to place in order to gain insight on the course
of the war and the reasons behind certain decisions.
the _%ndrew Doria. the ship that receised the
first salute. was part of the infant 1merican nasy.
Rather than going out to engage a much more powerful
foe, the Andrew Diiria Came' to St. Eustatius to obtain
much needed powder and military supplies for the
beleagured arms at home.
% It hi nigh tin island:smother muffin the Neb-
o r lands. had not formalls reciognizedonerica. militars
pploes were tplicki, sold to the  1.5. Senn Si. Eustatius
.%.s. to become a main supply port for Americans. Dutch
as Null as soma. British merchants were willing to kook
ot tor w a) in order_ to Rain a quick profit.
• 1 uclonan then concentrates on the mother
iountrs of St. IF ustatius and begins to note some of the
ri% airs felt amongst European powers for more colonies
and better trade. The -Dutch probably .had some of the
best sailors ind merchants in Europe. yet the count rs 'a
disunity showeditheir wearkroevo,
hen Hoe-English found dwinselvessat war with
the Dutch, and later the Firenepo. they didalt follow the
.ound Ads ice-of William Pitt thi. Elder by failing to has e
an, ails on the continent while fighting another Euro-
pean siiontry. 1 uchman has little admiration for some
high-ranking sifficials. like lord Sandwich. the First
I ord'of the , Adiniralts. who % iewed the Americans as
titIII it some sort of uprising and not in a war for
independence. lie was amoung those ssho -felt certain
that a basicalls lot al population would at some near time
rise fur croon." thus limiting the future of English
action against a supposedly light's -supported foe.
1drititid Sit George Brydges Rodney receives
mooch attention for some of his decisi e action against the
kmri ic awn and their attics. He was in -hiding-in-Paris
I nom 
'!editors due to his great gambling debts when the
Americans first row up against the F nglish. When he
1Th414 did sas r himself (rum his difficult financial posi-
tion. he took user the port of St. Eustatius with the Roy al
'sass sessels under his command: Rodnes contrasted
with the mans older and often unless) admirals and
General t 'tuition who-didn't wish to take Much action
-Tik4 fit411
by Barbara Tuchman
300 pages
Alfred A. Knoph/N.V.
$22.95
against the American and French forces.
The French, along with their nasies and ar-
Mies. gase a great amount of financial support to the
.5. which seemed to beconstantly low on supplies and
withuwt the. mime to pay its ragged Soldiers. Washing-
ton said at OAK point. “We are at the end plow tet her.-
until the F rent h came and gave V. ashat'gton's men a
much needed boost.
It's estimated that the French gas e the Ameri-
cans close to $25 million in loans for their cause, later
causing. the great financial troubles which helped to
bring about the French Resolution. Tuch ma n notes the
_Americans probabls would hint. negotiated with the
English had it not been for the help the French ex-
tended.
The end of The First Salute focuses on the
great French-American effort to trap the English army
under Cornwallis on the lOrktnWsirPininsula, blocked
on land by the French and I s. armies and hs a French
fleet. It's •emarkable to consider \today such a com-
bined land-sea operation could be tak-ried out through
-----
messenger communications.,
It's estimated the French ave_ the-
Americans close to $25 milroit in
loans for their cause, later c
ing the great financial trotib
-which helped-to bringabout- t e
French Revolution.
Many days passed before important .informa-
tion was pissed along set French Admiral Count de
tirasse %savable to bring his fleet into Chesapeake Bay
before the English. and defeat them in The Battle of the
I 'apes.
The most surprising effort seas the 500 mile trek
of the French and %merit-an armies front Nen York to
irginia to trap the oast ars t Ornwallis. General C.1'
ton who was in command in New York tits, paid little ----
attention Id'N't ashington mosements in s sort (of
TraYeling at a rate of about 15 utiles a day, the
ranco-American army slowly mined toward its desti-
nation. Further French loans and the loans of Philadel-
phia merchant Robert 11orris, kept the rebel 1merican
army paid and rolling.
the American tortise beat the stronger. sleep-
ing hare to l'orkt ss on and pounded ao as at ( 'orno anis
with a great deal of artillers fire as it' fOrces -mined
closer and closer to the doomed Cornwallis. On Oct. 19,
1891, English forces surrendered toilworn hi ned French-
American army.
by Michaef*agan yr.
Bred for the French as the Bastille. and later the
monarchy, fell in the years to come. The former colony
grew to new heights and in the future surpassed its
mother country in power. All these future es eats can't
obscure the significance of what had been &chars ed in
that war from 1775 to its end in 17111. A former colons
gained independence firm its powerful mother country
with a great deal of help. The song "The V. odd Turned
pside-doon" nes er existed according to Indultam -
set it supposedly did play at N'orktlown and eves today
the song carries with it a lot of significance:
T.o slew this book as a histors of the American
AI ar for Independence would be incorrect. -Americans
don't take up the whole stor% and in fact are often
subordinate to their F:uropean friends and ads ersaries.
can be confusing to those reading about the Dutch
"Beggars of the Sea- and then about the life of Admiral
Kodnes when the book is supposedly dealing with
Americans. The ties and bonds betweestvarinus parts
of the book can be gradually seen -to bring about a
:broader perspectise. The First Salute is best regarded
ilia studs of a part of American history, rather than a
histors in itself. AS hat fascinates Tuchman is not whio
did what when, hut the why and how.
A combined European and American % ievi can
be a little different for a reader, but 'Iuchman most of
all wants to show how many things done were related to
other actions. - • 
• 
- -
The First Salute doesn't offer instant revela-
tion about America's early days. hut does oar seem
vieo • a new parspeCti•e—of America's pest.
\
The American's effort agninst the British was
constant's aided hs some F.uropean power trsing to
settle a score and gain some ground against the English.
The final decisise battle at 1 orktoon didn't go unaided.
but seas filled with many important foreign names.
Ironically though, the loss of tmerica didn't doom the
British Empire as the English and other Eurpoean
powers expected. It grew to further prominence, in the
sears to come._
The Arnerican V. ar for Independence hack-
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netting By With A Little Help ROM Friends
ealing w it h teenage problems
is no eas. That's why a few Uni-
versity of Maine students are lend-
ing a helping hand to local high
school students.
And the help is in the form
-of a theater prod-action.
The I ern 'theatre Group i. a ne•# or-
ganization. established through the College of
Education's Xspirations Program. The group
consists of six (Maine students who are not all
theatre students. According to one member.
\lathe% %me.. "The Tern theatre Group takes
contro• ersial high school issue-s particualar to
Nlaine and see' perform improe i.ations dealing
N it h these problems."
" The performance. consists of three pirces last-
ing for about 35 minutes. The 'first scene is a
t•ornedit attention-getter about ye restling. •
I he second piece contains monologues
centering around teenage problem.. In•one, a
student %eh(' does not %ant to go to college re-
cei‘ es a scholarship and must deal s#ith his par-
ents pressuring him. mother shims a character
that is excited about the. future hut does not km IN
hose to plan for it.
The third piece deals it h him to handle
drug, alcohol. and _sesual pressures,
During this wene, a moderator. Grace Bauer,
interrupts hr action and dirct asks the teenage-
audience how they %mild deal ••• it h the situation.
Bauer attempts to "gel the stucknt • talking about
hose the- trule feel and host tu make smart
chtaces."
Niembers of the Teen Theatre I iroup
during one of their two-hour rehearsals.
ccording tip %me.. e don't preach to the
teenagers. see-just want to get them talking." ‘fter
each performance:. the students fill out reaction
sheets to comment on the program %hole the group
ci induct s d ins. %mes sionrtintes finds it "hard
tii get high schoeil students to react in front (4 their
peers." • —
Bauer feels "the basic feedback has told us
lu deal se it h other problefli-S'Aiai is-kok-sett-esteem
-and individualists elthee att seant to GI •lw Niece. we
are dealing te it h a ii”riad of problems, we are run-
mann% thinking of hose inept-toe it hat we ha't'."
How eYer. the general response has been positisr.
l'he participants in I he I yen I heatre :mop are-
quite admirable since: they are ha.icallx soluntetr-
"Therv is a tinc line Ketween di.-
cussing teen isSues a.nd offending
administrator.,. althOugh we feel it
tS more important to put the stu-
dent'-' need. first.-
_
mg their lime.. I he's rehearse for about tett, hour-'
•#. eek at odd hours (if the (la% . rehears-
ale can last longer as the members of thegroup
must write their own script, this can he _difficult
at times because, as Hauer stresse., " I here' is a fine
line hetet yen discussing teen issues and offending
administrators: although %et. feel it is more impor-
tant to put the Ancient.' need. first."
It hough I he I ern I heater Group is lust
starting out. thei fuse sIrradi performed for the.
Maine State Principal's Axiawiat ion. Iiiddford High
'school. Fifth Street Middle 'school in I /nom. till
I he Maine Center fur the ‘rts, among other
place... I he Teen I heat re ;romp is ale% :1,16 'soh -
ing nese material. and •• "(ode eiintirnjr to
ruite
by Susan Norton
-
The Clean:
Compilation
For many Americans this record, just
 
asedilithe ITifited-%te-74 by -Home=
stead Records, will he the first exposure
to what was one of New Zealand's best
known domestic hands.
Documenting the hand's entire record-
ing span ta little user a year). the record glees .
t.taste of the Mask that "..-irfflimileed
_intuati*eo, kiwi hand since The (lean*.%
saexpecteddeinise. in 19/43.
•
--Strtleingly original. The ( lean combine a raw.
a ggressi y sound with a 'pop_oftnsi . eat he:
song. has e' a hit of a Mk style feel to them,
mostly due to the recording and production
techniques. Much of the album yeas recorded on
a 4 traiok recorder using ambient mics. I his.
though, is part of the records all ractie eness:The
production actually seems a part of the music.
%part from this. the- record contains many
outstanding songs. like Billy Tue Anythine Could
Happen: lulls liv. and Gettint While
kind .of as "hest of' attrunt. Compile/now gis es the
listener a good taste of a differtilt time in a
different place.'
by Troy Moon
REVIEW S 
Compilation
So Good It Hurts
MUSIC The Mekons`
So Good It Hurts
shout once a sear an album comes
along that just complete-k takes no
surprise and. hlim ou ass a. lben, it
blasts a couple of more time, just for
Measure. Si, (mod It Harft is surh
an album.
So roohi ii hurt, is easily The If eAone hest
album, and is one of t.Le best l' se heard in some
Ink-. It combines a mix of Punk, countr#. reggae,
afreispop and cal'. styles.:
_
Sodte#1. the. best cute on rhe album are:
Ghost% tif ,Anterican I %triiripui‘. Mira until/run 'if
Stone- all of which feature. a female lead %twat
%1st) notable,are the gritty - Road to Florida
ethic h sounds:I-Ike a rum-soaked lersion tit UuIe
In: Burning, the tune). Jahn ri
r. and /.1amcrini\ I I e41 Like) tletchi r
Chmtion. In all, there's not a hid cut iou the
album.
So Good It llurte is an Atm III that still list
near my turntable. I he: fink time I'll file it awas
is when I pick up a cup.% of the conypae I
hi Michael Morph
•
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A boring
springtime
for sports
his is the time of the sports news
se hcn, unless you are able to truly
Appreciate major league baseball, that
allit the sports seasons are either
finished or the playoffs hase already
arrived.
_In the midst .of_the hoopla of the
Stanley. Cup playoffs and soon to
begin National Basketball Associa-
tion playoffs, along with the beginn-
ing of the 1989 version of "America's
Favorite Pasttime many small items
in the headlines hase been particular-
ly Weresting.
The Boston Bruins take a 3-1 lead
oser the Buffalo satires in the disi-
,ion semifinals.
I really think the Bruins are taking
a page from the "oh, I can wait until
the end of the semester to finish,the
project and be ready for my final" list
«cum,.
!kosss hest
teardin some
yuntry :reggae.
urn are:
ra and. Heart of
lead soil&
Florida
ersion of Bads
Johnnv
Fletcher
cut on the
iat will Tice
I'll file.it away
!pat disk\
rurpfil
Boston didn't beat Buffalo once in
the eight times the.two teams met in
the regular sels011 and then were
crushed 6-0 on homeice in the open-
ing game of the series.
I. sure hone it's lioatible-- -W---&)
something like that on a
\lacroeconomics,final.
Tifilfostoa Celtics ma" -Willie to
disarm," the dominant theory that
!hes are • little more than a one-man
tearli.
I he Irish pride may be a bit dented
after having to deal with a season that
could be termed medlocre_gt. best. _
. tric.ftv4tv.-.Larry,Bini4e.xeturit
still echoes through New England,
hut all these "diehard" fans had bet-
ter be careful.
7-he Celtics may slide into the
eighth and final playoff spot in the
Eastern Conference and end up play-
ing Detroit in the opening round.- .
Now I don't think I've ever been."
seen proudly, displaying the green and
white while cheering on Reastietewis.
at the Garden.
But I wouldn't mind seeing the
Celts salvage at least a little pride
after their potential dynasty came
criambling_down.
,But I don't want them to salvage
too much or listen to excuses until ,
November.
Nick Faldo wins, or should I say
Scott Hock loses, the 1989 Masters
golf tourney.
I know golf isn't the most exciting
activity on a Sunday afternoon. but1
lime SPRING page 15)
Fisher gets Michigan Wolverines post
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP)—Finally,
Steve Fisher is just plain coach. Named
as Michigan's interim coach two days
before th NCAA tournament, Fisher
took the Wolverines to their first na-
tional championship, and he was of-
ficially rewarded on Monday when the
"interim" was removed fr,-. ,^ his title.
Fisher, an assistant for seven years,
took over on March 15 after Bill Frieder
accepted the job at Arizona State and
was told he could not finish the season
with Michigan. The Wolverines respond-
ed with six victories, including an 80-74.._
overtime victory over Scion Hall in the
title game at Seattle.
"The dream lives on," Fisher, 44,
said at a joint news conference with Bo
Schembechler, the football coach who
doubles as athletic  director l said
before, 'Pinch - me on Thesday; but I
didn't want to wake up. I still don't want
to wake up."
"This defies description in words.
There's no finer job in America."
There was overwhelming support for
Fisher, both locally and by the national
media, after the polite, red-faced man
led a talented group of underachievers
through six tournament games. But
Schembechler wouldn't be seampeded.
"I wasn't going to be pressed into an
emotional decision," Schembechler
said. "I wanted to be cool, calculated
and study it from every angle It always
came up Steve Fisher."
Schembechler. &Ileac= of integrity in
big time college sports, wanted most of
all to be sure rumors of improprieties in
Frieder's program either were untrue or
didn't involve Fisher.
For example, a high-school player.
whom Frieder had recruited for .
Michigan recently began driving a stir—
Mustang. The prospect had tOttoriVilKi.,
Schembechler his mother-had-bought—
the car.
"I think Steve is a forcefirl
disciplinarian even though he dome,-
give you that impression,"
Schembechler said. "Lees face it, tomor-
row-the-honeymoon is over and it Itreal---
ly be over when the season starts next
fall Coaching's a tough business, I can
tell you that. "
Duke coach Mike Kryzewski and
Evansville coach Jim Crews were believ-
ed to be other candidates in whom
Michigan was interested, but they were
never inters ieWed.
"The more I thought about it, the
more I was cons inced we had the right
guy right here," Schembechler said.
"He was thrown into the breech and
showed a lot of moxie. "
Terms -weren't disclosed, but Fisher is
expected to receive a one-year contract,
which is standard for all Michigan
coaches. Fisher probably will be paid
about $85.000 a year, but, an expected
shoe contract worth about S100,000 plus
money from basketball camps and radio
shows could push Fisher's income to an
estimated $450,000 annually.
"His contract is the same size as mine,
-which is forever," Schembechler quip-
ped. "And his pay will be commensurate
with an institution of this kind. He will
be adequately paid, so he doesn't have
to be worried about that."
Fisher, who said he lost 15 pounds off
an already-lean frame during the tour-
nament and his subsequent wait, said he
would retain Mike Boyd as his No. 1
assistant and move Brian Dutcher up to
a full-time position.
Boyd and Dutcher were brought into
the program by Fricdcr, who angered
Schembechler with the timing of the
defection.,
Fisher was an assistant at Western
Michigan for three seasons before com-
ing to Michigan. He began his coaching
career at Rich East High School in. Park
Forest, III., where he coached for eight
years, During his tenure, Rich East was-
141-70 and won four conference
championships.
4
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Wide receiver Stese Roth catches a pass in the end zone against URII Ina 'faille.
The Black Bears are now in spring training. .
1989 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Sept. 2 YOUNGSTOWN STATE
Sept. 9 at New Hampshire
Sept. 16 VILLANOVA
Sept. 23 MASSACHUSSETTS
Sept. 30 RICHMOND
Oct. 7 LOCK HAVEN
Oct. 14 at Rhode Island
Oct. 21 CONNECTICUT
Oct. 28 at Delaware
Nov. 4 at Boston University
Nov. 11 at Northeastern
19811 RESULTS (7,4)
at Massachnssetts
NORTHEASTERN
NEW HAMPSHIRE
at Richmond
BOSTON UNIV. (in Portland)
—RHODE ISLAND
at Connecticut
DELAWARE
- at Brown
at Towson State
at Villanova
45-42 L
43-20 W
44-23 L
17-3 W
30-10 W
28-14 W
28-21 L
31-14 L
37-10 W
44-7 W-
20-17 W
I. a
•• .
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• Rosenbach and Walsh pass up
. NEW ORK (AP) — Quarterbacks said Mondab that his client, who led the
- Tim Rosenbach of Washington State and 'nation in passing last season. will
.Steiv Walsh of Miami will bypass the dffinitely enter the supplemental draft
----April 23 NFL-draft, setting up a _sup- to be held at the end of June or early
• plemental draft in early symnAbgwith in July. .
some real spring-like drama. Wichard s4id he made the decision so
' osenbach's agent. Gary Wichard, that the fOu -year junior would be
I.
41.4.1TIODY
Come-to the English Department's
open meeting on its
Tuesday. April 7R4t- 4:00-Tim.--jut the-
t.writing centerL402 Neville Hall.
4.111. 
•ew.
f
L.411.8T CIIIANCE TO
RESERVE YOUR APARTMENT FOR Mil"FALL
•
Writing Concentrations
Creapve
Expo#tory_
Tectittial
in
'The Woods!'
We are no taking applications on these fully furnished I
'bed' tooni:apartments Located on a lovely wooded site in
-Orok;.. Consider sharing-with a friend and cut your rent
in half. References Required. $475 plus utilities
For particulars call:
Maine Suburban Properti
p.o.herx 269- LEvAra, ME 0 U-S6
(207) 884-7464
/
T-Shirts on sale now for 110.00 at the Daily Maine Stop by and see Rob Langlois or Mike
Campus basement of Lord Hall
treated — and paid — like a No. ldraft
choice "rather than a guy taken -Sixth or
seventh. depending on how things
fall."
Walsh, acting on the advice of Mar-
sin Demoff, the Los Angeles-based
agent who is "a family attorney and ad--
visor" let the 5 p.m' EDT deadline go by
without filing. Earlier, Detnoff had 'in-
dicated he made that decision.
Monday held MOM interest than usual
. because of a -chain of events set off by
theideparture -of Miami coach Jimmy
Johnson for the Dallas Cowboys.
Johnson Was replaced at Miami ,by
Washington State coach Dennis
Erickson. prompting Rosenbach to pass
up his senior year and eventually leading
Waist.' to make a similar decisiqn.
Rosenbach and Walsh, both of whom
have a year of college eligibility left,
almost surely would have been first-
/punt:1 choices had they entered the
regular draft. They are rated behind on-
ty Troy Aikman of UCLA, Who is vi-
pected to be the first pick — either
1--r------
NFL draft
the. Cowboys or by another team if
Dallas decides to trade the top choices.
Instead, both quarterbacks will go to
into the supplemental draft — in which
the choices are weighted in tiers accor-
ding to last year's' standings.
Under that system. the order of the
first nine choices will be determined by
- picks from a drum in which there are 28
. slips for 3-13 Dallas: 27 for 4-12 Green
Bay and so on down to 20 for 6-10
Miami. The second nine are then deter-
mined by the same process, starting with
19'slips for 7-0 Phoenix down to 12 for
10-6 New Orleans with the third tier
becoming ttit' 10 playoff teams.
A team making a pick in the first
round of the supplemental draft loses its
pick in (he first round the next year.
Demoff said the jecision by walsh,
who .will graduate thrsL summer and.
needs no waiver _from .the NFL if he
does, based on NCAA rules that do
not allow -a team to work out players
while they still ha* college eligibility
left.
FR E SCH•OLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
MOINHEY FOR ,CCILLEGE 1
Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.
• We have a data bank of over 200.000 listings of scholarships. feIio I
ships grants, and loans representing oven $10 billion in private sector
Many scnolershioseregiventostudents based on their academic nterinsta. Carew
plans family heritage and Mace of residence
There s money frosslabbe for students who have been newspapet car-nitro. geocery
clerks. cheerleaders. ncon•smoftws etc
Results GUARANTEED
CALL
ANYTIME
11 11M-MIIM=1.111MEDINIMIM
For A Free Brochunt
(800) 346-6401
For fall and summer
• Call:941-9113
866-2516
I- a sr. rem. ID- • .
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senior lion Hutchinson waits on a/
pitch in action last season. Hutchin77
son lends I Maine's offense with a
betting average.
•Sprin
 
 Icealhmiad grkpar
the sudden-death round was better
than Buck Rogers or a half hour of
someone telling me how to quit
smoking by reprogramming my
subconscious.
Hoch, which -by the way rhymes
with h o ke, gave me the best enter-
tainment I could ask for under the
circumstances when his two-foot putt
on the first estra hole slid to the left
of the target on tit tenth hole.
1 hase one questios though. do TV_ _
leviers watch golf to Issewho, war.
who loses?
It wens like the whok Wade Boggs
'Incident' is beginning to die down.
Surprise, surprise. If things con-
tinue on the path they arc now on for
Wade, he will again win the American
League batting championship.
As of Yesterday, he was hitting a
normally impressive .429. Hopefully
he can keep it up because if he
doesn't, Margo Adams may sue him
again on the grew* that he was the
best hitter in the major leagues
because Of his influence:
Joe Grant is a junior journalism
major from Old Town, Maine, who
appreciates the fact thai Bo
Schembechler didn't 'sign his own
death warrant at the University of
Michigan by ..)dring interim head
coach Sieve Faher.
Interested In wrItl
a guest column?
Contact the
Daily
Maine Campus.
Baseball team to play Huskies today
From staff reports-
The University of Maine-baseball--
team will play a doubleheader today in -
Northeastern University in an effort-to-
put its schedule on the right track,. .
A three-game series against the
Huskies was to have been played at
Mahaney Diamond last Saturday and
Sunday, but was cancelled because of the
weather and condition of the field.
The third game of the series will be
played on Wednesday.
The Black Bears enter the
doubleheader with a 9-19 record, while
the Huskies stand at 47-1.
Top hitters .for UMaine are senior
right fielder Don Hutchinson and
sophomore center fielder Mark Sweeney,
batting .349 and .337 respectively.
Sweeney, a 1988 second-team Freshman
All-American selection, also leads the
team in doubles (9), home runs (3) and
stolen bases (6).
Freshmen Ben Burlingame and Mike
D'Andrea head up the Black Bears pit-
ching staff. Burlingame, a native of
Newton, Mass., has a record of 3-I, with
.
his only loss coming from the Universi-
ty of Iowa during UMaine's spring trip.
D'Andrea, who came to UMaine from
'Portland High School, has a 2-2 record.
Senior Mike LeBlanc of Skowhegan is
the Black Bears' top reliever with five
saves.
The Black Bears will return to
UMaine to play a doubleheader against
the University of Southern Maine on
Thursday. UMaine will then' host its first
weekend series of the season, begining
Saturday, against the University of
Hartford.
The Committee for Student Publications
is now accepting applications for the following positions:
• Editor, Daily Maine Campus
. Business Manager, Doily Maine Campus
.Editor, PRISM
.Business Manager, PRISM
. Editor, Maine Review
Application forms. are available from the Dept of JoutnaliSm &
. Broadcasting, 107 LOrd Halt Application deadlir‘ !s
April 20th.
44 Mom says the
house just isnt the
same without me,
evrn though
a lot cleaner,/
Liz Corsini• Boston Uniwrsity•Class of 1990
Jukbecause yx.ir Mom
!slid AWaY-IILIChninleart-
L.4*14.311-4-becknivm-can-
[stmt. the Triveand • •
, laughter on AT&T Long
Distance NetViCe.
• It costs les.s than,uu
think to hear that she likes
thepeace and quiet, but
.ihe msv—tiu. So go
ahead, giveyour Mom a
call. Yon can clean Vour
ruufll later Reach out Ind -
touch MleOnC
The right choice.
•
• —
-
•
3 '
.C70
-3-
a
• 
-
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-why men are more sexually )
aroused when they are drunk \
than sober?
-(and why women tend to
have the headaches?)—
-which positions are better
than others for more
stimulation?
-How to make your own (or your
partner's) orgasms last
longer?
w-to-tell a-lover-that you
"just want to be friends"?
Sandra Caron
has the answers.
Find out answers
to questions
like these in her
weekly column:
, Sex Matters
ADOPTION
ADOPTION If no ready ior parenthood wa•
can lase sour baby a 10%.111S iietlJtE Maine
home Call collect 1-789 5140
km ..interstate adciption must be dcine
ccxnpliance with Maine laws Title 22
Chapter 1153
.ADOUTION Maine couple would _like kr
adopt a baby. We otter a lifetime of kriie and
caring. Can you he us? CALL. 827-7210
In compliant e tvith Tule 22. Chapaer 1153
_
A CARING ADOPTION -H4p415 married
white proieworial mupk; dreph wishea
adopt a newborn We prime" every advan
tage kTl sour babt Lei us help VOU through
thn difficult time Confidential, All expenses
paid CALL FITS and 1.had COL1..ECT.
_aut: can Lalk-
All interstate adoption must be done in
inItilanUff lalia..Tie_22 Chapter
I I
APARTMENTS
()ROM) APIS -Now showing and leasing
for next tall Call itx miff/ointment
827-7231
APARTMENTS FOR RD:I-Central London
2 Beckons Available May-fub _
866-3503 ikx mon info
Reserve a quiet mxxii in ixisaie home kir
_l_College year '89-90 '. W mimicithin 2  
walkw, 
 Univessay. Reisman required, •
Tel: 866-2816.
Heated I & 2 bedrocurn apts kxated within
walking distance ID Lrusenity.
866-2816
SUMMER SUBLET - $350 a ninth. 1 bdrm
so. Orono. 2 mies lam campus CALL. Kin
581-4932 Rm 236 or Malloy 581-4643
Rm 204
FOR SALE
GUITAR FOR SALE Karim Foots 2000.
Raikfloyd Ron Twmcilet irrhaded. mid
onsullbon. Skim axe atm try it out.
Bought new ix $450. wil saaehor\kw
$200. CAD,:  Ralph al 5111-4923 Rm. 325
CAR FOR SAM 1980 Mania.626. Red.
2 di coupe. N. AM/114 coma. 5 ipeal.
mint condition. Meer Bal.CALL_ _
866-7506 after 9 PM &kii
LOST AND FOUND
FOUND: UNIT) COLLEGE KEY CHAIN
with Girl's Lawrence High class ring arid
Hughes Bros bottle opener. Found behimen
Androscoggin and Knox Hall CALL: lean
Sinclair Rrn 221 Andro 581-4914
LOST Two US Soviet Pairing Program
T-Shuts size large. If found Call 4581
IOST inasca al tempi Gym- Woman's dig.
Gold with black oval REWARD. Call 1.4k1.___.
827-7627.
)51 BIueBwithManflagshcker
iirkr in Little Hall vincinity II found picas.
C Al I 942-4815 and leave rnevage
HELP WANTED 
HILLTOP HEALTH CW13 n loniung ice part
time help for next fail. For mow information
CALL 581-4809 Applacatiorn due
Apnl 19th
National Marketing him seeks ambitious
mature .studera k) manage oneampus promo-
tioaks..kx top national companies this school
%vat flexible -hours with earning potenti.
$2.500. Call 1 -800-932 0528 x22
[nuking kx a kainria_y. soaxity or s..uderll
organ:Ann that 'mold like to make
S500-S1`.000 foe a one week oncampus
marketing project Must be organized and
hardv.orking. Call fill or Caine at
1-800592-2121 .
RIVtR Gt1DIS needed tor. st4iiinask.:
Wang tnie in Maine. For more ado.
Cal: 725-2255. cat contact: Caw Cent/
at Wingate HA.
BAR HARBOR EMPLOYMENT at Rosabe
Pima Room provided. 93od pry and bonus
CALL 942-6511. Keep tryIng.
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
CHENtrONKI CAMPtiROL NDS in
Wiu asset Me. is now a opting appik Alum
kw sUffUller employment Maritenant
personnel and dike staff needed flexible
hedik Po commernutak with expenence
Housing pissibie Mere Call 882-7426 or
548-6291
CRUISE SHIP KM now hinng men and
women $urnrner and career opportnnaws-
(will train) Exi ellent pay plus world trawl
• Bahan. Caribbean. Et CALL
NOW (206) 736-7000 Ext. 3531 (Call
refundable)
MR HARBOR SUMMER STAFF
SEA KAYAKING GLIM:
Coastal Kayaking Ttxts d Bar Harbor is
seeking qualified MITI and women to work r
guides leading hall-day. full day. and mu
day tars in the Acadia National Park sea
You mutt allay. working indgpendendy. and
poses gocidlea3eishipMáw GUides
Loonier a plus.
BIKE SHOP STAFF
Acadia Bike and Canoe orEtar Harbor seeks
summer staff to work in its busy bake
rental/bur operation II sou like bdun and
envy working with the public.. wsould
irrhorrinnr-rott
BIKE MECHANIC
Mecham( wanted b work in the maintenanor
dm' nem of OW trntal- awl (it 150 Cannon- -
dale and Nestuki bakes 'txiw1 harde repasts
of clubmen bakes as well You sltoukl have
a basic working lorriedge ol bike repair You
shoukl mph, b: ACADIA BIKE AND
CANOLCOASIAL KAYAKING TOURS Inc.
F. Box 405, Bar Harbor. ME 04609; a
telephone 288-9W5.
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION CREDEIS
AVAILABLE 
PERSONALS
Heading kir [unix this simmer (or anytime' )?
let there from loganor IFK for no more than
$160 with AIRHITCH as ?varied in
Consumer Reports, NY Tames. let's Go.
Newsday. Good Housekeeping and national
network wring shows. for details. CALL.
212864-2000 or -wnte 2901 BroatW
Suite_IOOA. NThY 10025_ AIRHTICII
k
ril II, 1989.
CREDITS
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• THE UMAINE
STUDENT ALUMNI
ASSOcIATION• 
to'
STUDENTS SERVING STUDENTS
PAST...PRESENT...FUTURE
17
r-'
DID YOU KNOW:
• INE DO SURVIVAL KITS
*WE PAINT BEAR PAWS
WE ED-MAINE
•*WE WANT YOU!!
FIND OUT MORE
CROSSLAND ALUMNI CENTER
(NEXT TO SIGMA NU)
WEDNESDAYS 6:00 P.M.
-
Os.
•
Is
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Campus Comics
Fred
miff, lit
et., TM& 5 TREF T
CMUCK ?
Calvin and Hobbes
AtilletiCGO
,
COUNTY
Ttlfiltf iF
51/00 NT
UPI 040
LAST CirriPt •ti
Al CAMPUS
CLONING AROUND
by Matt Lewis
°WU Navf km/ AcCuSID
CHIN ge,IJ AT TIE
;ItISIWAIT Nis (emu AtE
lb WOO 41tudb TN6
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040.
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IS it gig?
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Ben Johnson
ignored rules
for trust fund
TORONTO (AF4 77, Sprinter Ben
Johnson—withdrew_ thousands of
dollars from a private safe after his
career skyrocketed in 1986, his finan-
cial adviser told a Canadian inquiry
Mond-Si:7- -
In his second. day of testimoWy
before a probe into drug use by Cana-
dian track and field athletes, Ross
Earl testified that Johnson. the world-
record holder in the 100-rneter dash_
did not deposit all his earnings to a
giecial trust fund set up under the
rules-of international amateur sport.
Instead. Earl said he- stored
thousands of dollars in cash and bank
drafts in a safe at his home. Johnson
later bought a safe of his own. Earl
testified.
"He came to me on several occa-
sions when he was short of
money. " said Earl, a family friend
of Johnson's for 12 years. "I kept
cautioning Ben that the money had
to be there when it came time to send
it to the (trust account).
The International Amateur
Athletic Federation, the governing
body of track and field, requires
athletes. to deposit their earnings in
such trust funds, allowing them to
withdraw living ocpenses until the"
retire or turn professional.
Earl said the sprinter bought two
sports cars worth nearly S400,000. It
costs about SI0.000 a year to insure
them, he said.
"The 1AAF rule stated he was
allowed a 'reasonable' mode of
transportation, " Earl said, adding
that Johnson-also withdrew SI0.000
last May to pay his personal physi-
cian, Dr. Jamie Astaphan, for
unspecified services.
Johnson won the min's 100-meter
dash in world-record time at the Sum-
mer Olympics last September but had
the gold medal and record taken away
trlitn he tested positive for steroids.
The Canadian Track and Field
iation. which administered the
titust fund, periodically asked
Johnson for deposits based ors Eurn.
bean contracts. Earl said.
"Ben would sometimes delay sen-
ding (money) to the CTFA because he
would cover bills and then notify
them that this was what the money
was spent for.
It would be the same as putting it
in and drawing it out." • -
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was short the cash required by the
association only once, just before last
fan's Olympics, he added. The sum .
was $16,000, he said.
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Soviet Georgia rioting for independence
MOSCOW (AP) -- Soldiers wielding
shovels and clubi charged thousands of
nationalist demonstrators in the capital
oL,Soviet Georgia on Sunday. activists
The clash killed 16 people and in-
jured. 100. official sources said.
"Theii tbrew themselves on our peo:
pie like beasts, and our people Couldn't
do anithing." said Leda Archvadze in
a telephone interview from 'Tbilisi, the
southern republic's capital.
Tension has been building since Tues-
day, when thousands of hunger strikers
and protesters began pressingslemands
for Georgian independence from the
Soviet -Union. The Georgian nationalists
also accuse the Kremlin of fomenting
unrest among Georgia's ethnic -Abk ha-
zians,- Who 'are demanding more
autonomy.
An official announcement on
Georgian television-said--16-errihans and-
sold iers had been killed and at least 100
peOple were injured. -saida duty officer
at the---clry-orecutive-cormnittee.
The_announcement included an ap-
peal from the Georgian Communist Par-
ty for calm. said the duty. officer, who
refused to identify himself.
A man answering the telephone at
Gruzinform, the official news agency of
the southern Sosiet republic, gave the
-same casualty count.
, Official .reports, did not Specify how
many of the casualties were, soldiers.
Archvadze said her information came
from her brother-in-law. Svyas
Gasachurdia, a member of the Helsinhi
Watch Committee in Tbilisi, who had
witnessed the clash. He was arrested at
his-home several hours later. she Said.
Archvadze said, the troops attacked
about 10.000 unarmed demonstrators on
Tbilisrs central Latin Square with clubs
and t:it- gasar_nbont 3. a.m.
She said protesters slainieil the were
outnumbered at least 44c--1. - -
A woman at the information desk of -
the Central Republic Hospital said her
facility treated 57 people injured in the
clash, most of them young people. She
refused to identify herself.
Unofficial sources said many soldiers
and tanks were still in the streets. and
—there -Avert- repOrls more were arriving.
Soldiers and tanks were deployed Friday
to the city of 1.2 million., which is 1,650
miles southeast of Moscow.
7 Authorities detained at least five ac-
tivists, their relatives said. The five had
been -among the leaders- of pro-
independence rallies, which activists said
.had brought up to 100.000 people to the
central square of Tbilisi over the past
several days.
The use reported detained were
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Garrimsachurdia; Georgy Chanturia, the
chairman of the National Democratic
Party of Georgia, which .started the
hunger strike; Irina Sarishvilie._*
spokeswoman for that group; and Mimb
Kostava and lrakly Batryashvili.
On Saturday, five to 10 tanks charged
down the..main street through, a crowd
of demonstrators in a show of force that
did not succeed in clearing the streets.
There were conflicting reports of injuries
resulting from that clash.
Georgian nationalists contend that
under Moscow's central control, Rus-
ildilS have eriroached on their indigenous
culture, language, politics, and economy.
The also have accused the Kremlin of
stirring ethnic unrest in the autonomous
region Qf Abkhazia, located within
Georgia On the Black , Sea.
The military-newspaper Red Star on
Sunday said the demonstrations started
with Georgian objections to Abkhaiian
extremists. Then leaders of unidentified
"informal organizations" turned the
young people in . the crowd to na-
tionalism and anti-Soviet slogans, the
news_pap,er
The article said columns of
demonstrators converged Saturday on
the center of Tbilisi and that Ibme car-
ried the flag of Georgia's government.
during its four years of independence
from 1917 to 1921.
The protests were planned to lead up
to the 11th anniversary of a 1978 protest
that succeeded in destroying plans to
drop Georgian as the republic's official
language.
Many of the nations more than 100
ethnic groups have been taking advan-
tage of President Mikhail S. Gorbachev's
policy of glasnost, or openness, to de-
mand greater autonomy from Moscow
in their cultural, èconomic and political
affairs.
Ternpintlitivellared repeatedly in the
neighboring Caucasus Mountain
republics of Armenia and Azerbaijan,
where more the:1_10 people have been
killed in ethnic 'turmoil.
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